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Emergency response in case of natural disasters is of critical importance in saving lives and providing medical
aid. Moreover, in terms of relief as well as reconstruction, assessment of damage is essential. With assessment
begins the recovery aid, starting with a disaster declaration by government. Post-disaster assessment can be
categorized as: (i) rapid needs assessment (RNA) and (ii) preliminary disaster assessment (PDA). Compared
to PDA, RNA is of narrower in scope and spans a shorter time line. The RNA evaluation should execute
immediately upon the occurrence of a disaster in order to obtain a quick comprehension of scope and impact
of the event such as casualties, injuries, and humanitarian needs. An important goal of the RNA is to allocate
resources such as aid and additional damage evaluators to the recovery mission.

Figure 1: Optimization problem

Given its time critical nature, there is much promise in automation to
achieve improved RNA performance. Recent developments in the area of
cyber-physical systems are now making an automated emergency response
system a realistic vision.

1. Proposed Testbed Functionality and Components
A project at MathWorks (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MxrySx1m8VQ) stud-
ied the opportunity for automated response in an earthquake scenario, situ-
ated in San Francisco. A preliminary implementation showed the feasibility
of (i) automatically deploying a fleet of autonomous vehicles to (ii) serve a
range of requests from the field (iii) across an uncertain infrastructure in a
time optimal manner (Fig. 1).

2. Integrating Scenario
In the project (Fig. 2), emergency response was classified by needs for: (i) damage assessment, (ii) medical aid
supplies, (iii) search and rescue tools, and (iv) surveillance. Needs were entered into the mission coordination
system as requests either by operators or by authorized emergency responders in the field by using an Android
mobile device application. A prepopulated list of request types consisted of: defibrillator, thermal camera,
mobile camera, stabilizer, sterile band, thrombolytics, thermal blanket, carbamazepine, oral airway, endotracheal
tube, and mask. A geographic location in terms of longitude and latitude was attached to each request.

Figure 2: Emergency response system

The most common means of assessing a post-
disaster situation are: (i) drive through, (ii) aerial
fly over, and (iii) site visit by foot. In the developed
system, autonomous vehicles were available that op-
erate similarly: (i) fixed wing aircraft to fly recon-
naissance sorties, (ii) ground vehicles to set up local
deployment stations, and (iii) quadcopter rotorcraft
to deliver supplies and tools.

Given mission parameters, a multi-layer optimiza-
tion algorithm would compute a time-optimal mission
plan with locations for each of the fleet vehicles to
visit. Based on these locations, trajectory waypoints
were then generated based on a predetermined set of
midpoints along the roads of San Francisco (available
in government provided ‘shape files’). In turn, the
waypoints served as input to the guidance law for each

of the vehicles so as to implement autonomous deployment. To enable flexible and precise arrival (e.g., entering
a building) emergency responders could take over vehicle control with a mobile device.

3. Impact and Partners
The project illustrated the feasibility of vehicles to autonomously organize and serve humans in times of

crisis. The availability of the models, tools, and APIs allows for connecting multiple technologies and devices
into a collaborative testbed. This testbed is extendable by any academic partner for research purpose and any
authorized crisis response organization. Proposed partners for building a more extensive system and extended
testbed include Boston University, University of Minnesota, University of Arizona, and MathWorks.
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